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Re: Putative Moon Landing Photographs

Mike,

I received the three photographs you emailed me, and have finished my examination of them.
While it would have been better to utilize the original photographs, I was able to determine
whether or not these were genuine from the material provided. I will review them in what
appeared to be the chronological order in which they were photographed.

I have placed each of the photographs on a separate page to make it easier for you to study, and to
make any notes. My overall conclusion is on page 5.
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This is the first photograph, which bears the typed-on caption:

Moon Bats Loved To Hang All Over The Flag

There was no layering, or anomalous artifacts in the image. Except for the typed caption, this is a
genuine un-doctored and un-altered photograph.
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Here is the second photograph, which also bears a typed-on caption, reading:

Neil Vigorously Shaking Moon Bats Loose

 

Again, I found no layering, or anomalous artifacts in the image. Except for the typed caption, this
is also a genuine un-doctored and un-altered photograph.
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Here is the final photograph, a smaller one, and it also bears a typed-on caption, which reads:

Neil Carries Moon Bats To New Location Safe From Blast Off Site

Again, I found no layering, or anomalous artifacts in the image. Except for the typed caption, this
is also a genuine un-doctored and un-altered photograph.
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The implications of this are staggering, even bigger than the Obama birth certificate thing. One
of two possibilities present themselves:

1. These are actually Earth Bats, and the Moon Landings are a hoax;

2. These are actually Moon Bats, and there is mammalian life existing openly on the
Moon.

Looking at the second possibility first, I am not sure bats could live on the moon without being in
little space suits with an oxygen supply.  There is also the matter of food. Earth Bats eat insects,
and if there are Moon Bats then they have to have a food source, too. This means there are also
insects on the moon.

I saw a movie once, First Men In The Moon, and there were these giant intelligent bugs that lived
in moon caves, so who knows??? Another problem would be the lack of an atmosphere, which
would make it difficult for the Moon Bats to achieve flight. I presume that with the lower gravity,
they could just jump around and chase Moon Bugs, but in that case, would they still need wings?

Because from the photographs, they clearly have normal sized bat wings, and little teeny weeny
scrawny legs. If they had to jump all the time, wouldn’t they look more like the extinct dodo
birds and have over-developed hind legs??? So, I am leaning toward these not being Moon Bats.

What really pushed me over the edge, though, was the lack of Moon Bat poop in the first two
photographs. From what I understand, bats just poop like crazy, and there ought to be little piles
of bat poop on the lunar surface beneath the flag. While Moon Bats could probably get
constipated, just like Earth mammals, it sure wouldn’t last over the several days the astronauts
were on the moon. Plus, there is no mention of any of the astronauts feeding them any Earth
food, which probably would upset their stomachs.

Also, if these are Moon Bats, why did the astronaut have a Bat Carrier with him, as is evident in
the third photograph? There were some severe weight restrictions on the flight, and I can not see
someone saying, “Hey, lets take a 10 pound bat carrier along just in case there are some Moon
Bats up there!”

So, I think these are just regular old Earth Bats, which means the whole moon landing thing was
a hoax. You, Sheriff Arpaio, and Deputy Corsi were right again! I will send you a bill for my
services, and once again, can you keep this on the down low? I promise I won’t work for
anybody else on moon stuff. 

Sincerely,

Reed Hayes, CDE
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